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Abstract—This research aims to develop a model of learning in life skills education program valid for rural communities to improve the competitiveness of local seed. The study was conducted by the Research and Development (R and D). The learning process developed is focused on five components: a) syntactic pattern learning, b) social systems and norms prevailing atmosphere of learning, c) reaction of the management pattern of learning interaction, d) support systems, facilities, materials and learning environment, e) the impact of the companion instructional and learning outcomes. The research location is determined based on the geographical characteristics, the mountainous region of Wonosobo, Kendal coastal areas and industrial centers lying areas Pekalongan. Data were collected through observation, interviews and documentation. The validity of the data by testing credibility include: triangulation, perseverance observation, discussion with colleagues, and then the data is processed by descriptive qualitative. This study resulted in the conceptual design study model based on the four pillars of education life skills education program.

Index Terms—Life skills education, models of learning, the four pillars of education.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Government of the Republic of Indonesia seeks to increase the availability, affordability and quality of life skills education services for disadvantaged people through life skills education program [1].

Life skills education in national policy perspective is interpreted from the economic aspect, it means life skills education as an investment that is necessary for the survival and accelerated development [2]. In respect of the above statement [3], state investment in education is no less important than the investment in other areas. Reference [4] with the theory of human investment as also explained that a person can increase their incomes through increased education.

The above theory has implications for the implementation of life skills education should provide quality education services. But the findings [5] life skills education in rural vocational program, the learning process only limited practical vocational skills. Learning the practice has not been based on the study of relevant theory so that learners can take decisions in problem solving. Representative model of learning in life skills education should be on skill learning framework that is more accommodating to the development and the demands of the times in the era of globalization [6].

Another basic requirement of effective learning model is a condition characteristic of learners in rural communities still simple cultural patterns, social interactions are colored primary relationships and knowledgeable low. As explained in the theory learned Vygosky that social interaction experience cultural factors influence the development of cognitive maturity influential person who is also on the ability of the learning process.

Some basic psychological theories of learning into the development of learning model is: a) the theory of andragogy by Knowles; b) progressive theory by Dewey; d) the humanistic theory by C.L. Rogers; e) learning theory as empowerment by [7] who directs the non-formal education programs should focus on community participation.

The purpose of this study is to describe the model factual, analytical model development needs and prepare design study model on life skills education program valid for improving competitiveness of rural communities.

The results of theoretical research is useful as a learning needs assessment model development education and practical life skills to improve the quality of life skills education services for people in rural areas.

II. METHODS

This study was designed to approach the Research and Development (R & D), which is followed by the development of research and dissemination of a model through the process cycle of action, reflection, evaluation, replication, and systematic innovation [8]. At this stage of research using qualitative methods to explore the factual and analytical models model development needs. Phase conceptual model validation using quantitative methods. Subjects were educators life skills education program in rural Central Java province, location studies were selected by purposive sampling, based on the category of the mountains (Wonosobo), beach (Kendal) and industry (Pekalongan).

The focus of research is learning model elements which include: a) syntax, b) social system, c) principles of reaction, d) support system, and (e) instructional and nurturant effects [9]. Data collection techniques using non-participant
observation, interviews and documentation. The research instrument used observation sheets focused and structured interview guide [10]. The validity of the data with the test of credibility, transferability test, and test confirmability between the results with the research process. Data analysis was conducted qualitative research with interactive techniques, [11]. Validation of conceptual models with Delphi [12].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Factual Learning Model

Learning implemented based on the needs of learners and the local potential. Educator understanding of the purpose of learning is still limited vocational skills training. Therefore, the mastery of the subject matter of science insights vocational skills and entrepreneurship education has not been adequate. Educators managing adult learning has not been based on the principles of adult learning well.

Model factual learning life skills education as follows.

![Diagram: Model factual learning life skills education program in rural communities]

Based on Fig. 1 above can be explained that the purpose of life skills education program is to equip students with expertise of featured based local vocational skills. Educators were recruited from practitioners who are experts in that skill. Students were recruited from the community who are unemployed adult. Planning learning by educators conducted by assessing local needs and potential learning. Learning begins with the educator's role as a motivator. The process of learning is influenced by external inputs learners [15]. The model has not been done factual and learning outcomes assessment process systematically. Though valid assessment becomes a very important part in learning component [15]. The impact of learning is the psychomotor domain of competence, limited to how to do, but have not yet become an expert (learning to be) and yet helpless in a group together to manage the entrepreneur [20]-[23].

B. Discussion

1) Factual learning model

The purpose of life skills education program has been formulated in accordance with the theory of andragogy that prioritize the interests of the target adult learners through the learning needs assessment and carrying capacity of the environment as a source of learning [13]. These findings can be analyzed from the theory of progressive learning [14] that the interests of learners learning can increase the active participation of learners.

Syntactic learning life skills education program for rural communities both held in the mountains, the beach or in the industrial centers managed educators focused on the practice of vocational skills that are practical, contextual, meaning in life, namely to work. However, this study has not been fully implemented andragogi, because students do not participate actively during the learning process. This condition can be interpreted from the aspect of learning management that the learning process is influenced by external inputs learners [15]. The findings suggest educators have not leverage the potential of the learning experience of students as learning resources, as well as efforts to increase motivation to learn. Educators have a role as a facilitator in the psychomotor and affective domain as a motivator in the well. But do not act as informator regarding basic knowledge (how to know) for reasoning in solving problems (cognitive) as the scope of the life skills education [16], [17].

Social systems during the learning process has still showed predominantly unidirectional communication educators. Conductive learning environment and there should be an effective interactive communication between learners with educators, is open, so that learning can be fun. As research findings [18], developed a learning cooperative learning peers (peer tutoring) can improve learning outcomes.

Learning life skills education in the village less supported learning facilities and infrastructure facilities (classrooms), teaching materials, equipment and materials for adequate practice, so that the quality of service learning process is still not good. Described [19], lack of teaching materials and learning tools affect the ability of learners in achieving learning outcomes, particularly for cognitive aspects.

The model has not been done factual and learning outcomes assessment process systematically. Though valid assessment becomes a very important part in learning component [15]. The impact of learning is the psychomotor domain of competence, limited to how to do, but have not yet become an expert (learning to be) and yet helpless in a group together to manage the entrepreneur [20]-[23].

2) Conceptual model development needs-based learning four pillars of education

Based on the model of the factual and development needs of the above models can be structured conceptual model as follows.

Thus the learning paradigm of life skills educators need to be changed understood that the scope of the study of life skills education is not the only aspect of specific skills (vocational) to work alone, the scope of life skills education includes three other dimensions, namely: cognitive skills (critical thinking, taking decision, accept the risk), social skills (communication skills, negotiation, collaboration, empathy) and personal skills (managing emotions, self and self control [24]-[26].

Based on Fig. 2 above can be explained competencies are life skills education graduates have the basic knowledge related insight skill work (services / production) are occupied (cognitive), tough tenacious personality, socialize with confidence (effective aspect), can solve the problem during
work or manage entrepreneurial (psychomotor aspects) to improve the quality of life.

Life skills education is still limited to only vocational skills, so that planning and learning process has not been effective to equip learners skills to work or manage entrepreneurship.

Life skills education programs contain multiple life skills, thus demanding the ability of educators to develop instructional design constructed based on the four pillars of education namely how to know, how to do, how to be, and how to live together. the learning model is based on four pillars refers to the theory of andragogy, humanist, progressive, vygotsky and empowerment.

Design of the four pillars of learning models with demonstrations and problem solving methods can achieve some skill, namely: a). cognitive academic skills, learn to know the pillars, b). personal skills and social skills affective, pillar learn to be, and c). vocational skills to work psychomotor skills, pillar learn to do and to live together.
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